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August 29th, 2020>
>>>>
>

Dear Honorable PLUM Committee Members,>
>>>>

My name is Alley Mills Bean and I am a 30 year resident of Venice Beach. My recently belated 
husband, Orson Bean was a 50 year resident and in 2016 together we were recognized by Assemblywoman 
Autumn Burke and Councilman Mike Bonin with the Spirit of Venice Award for our "contributions to the Spirit, 
Creativity and Uniqueness of Venice”. It is with that spirit in mind that I am now writing you in opposition to a 
project being heard by your Committee this Thursday Morning, the Venice Place Hotel.
>>>>
words of that award, is the historic diversity of our community: socially, racially and economically. It is a 
complex battle to try to retain and protect that diversity, but in my opinion it is really a battle for the true heart 
and soul that makes Venice Venice...a coastal community known around the world for just this unique 
character. I know our Councilman has been fighting that complex battle for years, and should be applauded. 
Many new projects of course add to the wonderful mix that makes up Venice and are welcomed by their 
neighborhoods. This Hotel, however, that borders the historic 100 year old African American community of 
Oakwood, instead of embracing that community, has literally turned its back on them.

The back of the proposed hotel, a massive concrete 3 story wall, will basically wall off the Oakwood 
community. (A practice begun with Condos a few blocks down that if continued would basically make Electric 
Avenue the Great Wall of Venice). This project asks to consolidate many old lots that have 1920s bungalows on 
them and one historic bungalow court, and it would comprise almost the entire block of Abbott Kinney from 
Broadway to Westminster. There has never been a project in Venice to date granted this massive scale.
Electric Avenue is the very narrow street that separates residential Oakwood from the back of the hotel, and 
that is where their valet and service parking drop offs will occur, as well as the entrance to their parking lot, and 
where the hotel pool rooftop deck will face, (with noise emanating that way, with hotel alcohol service available 
until one AM.) The elegant facade of the hotel, with the varied architectural detailing and opening to their 
garden area which they present in their flyer, all faces the other way onto Abbott Kinney Boulevard.

And according to the Oakwood residents I’ve spoken to, the outreach to their community in the now 8 
years this project has been developing has been negligible, in fact several lower income Oakwood residents 
hadn’t even heard of it until two weeks ago. Most of the people speaking in favor of it are not neighbors, but 
business people who would not suffer the impacts of this project. I think as members of greater Los Angeles we 
all need to think beyond ourselves, as if we lived next door to the project being presented and fight for our 
neighbors. Its with that spirit I am writing to you today.
>>>
>>>>
leaders of the Oakwood community. She has already submitted this you, but in my mind it can’t be said 
enough:
>>>>
>>>> “ I am writing to support the 245 motion by Councilman Mike Bonin to reconsider the Abbott Kinney
Hotel appeal. This project has many flaws the worst of which is the negative economic, social and educational 
impacts upon the Venice Oakwood Community. The concrete wall framing the hotel and connected properties 
result in a divide that situates Oakwood as the proverbial “other side of the tracks”.
>>>>
>>>>
being ‘mixed use”, its total lack of affordable “anything" while we are in the midst of a housing crisis in Venice, 
the illegal loss of 3 RSO bungalows that were never submitted to Mello, and, most importantly, to the above 
impacts to the Oakwood community, and then I urge you to vote no on this project.
>>>> Very sincerely,
>>>>
>>>> Alley Mills Bean

>>>>

I deeply believe that the source of the spirit that undergirds Venice’s creativity and uniqueness, the

>>

>>

I think the best closing argument I could possibly submit, is in the words of one of the most important

I urge you all to look closely at the way this project has been presented, the very tricky wording of its
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